GROUP Day Activity Prices 2019

Transport provided: Transport for the group from the meeting point to the walks and back is
included in the cost.
Equipment provided: Specially designed maps, OS maps, a magnetic compass and GPS
devices.
Payments: Our walking programmes for the group are set up for four weeks. You will be asked
to pay for 4 weeks as a minimum payment.
Insurance: Prices include Public Liability insurance

Group Charge per person per session, per one week , minimum charge of 4 people

Nominal fees for parents or carers to join walks

£5 per a walk

Test Walk

£10

Short Local Walks ( 2.5hrs )

£15 per person

Walking activity may also include friendly learning of map reading, ground features reading, route finding and inclusive
outdoor games

Long Local Walks ( 4hrs )

£25 per person

Walking activity may also include friendly learning of map reading, ground features reading, route finding, use of GPS
and inclusive outdoor games

Outdoor Skills Walks ( 5hrs )

£32 per person

Activities: Forest walk, friendly learning knowledge about clothing, footwear & equipment, movement skills,
understanding weather, planning & preparing for walks, communication, navigation, and you might also try to lead
a walk and see what responsibilities go with leadership.

National Walks

£TBC

The National Walks are a natural progression from the Local Walks or the Outdoor Skills Walks and are being offered
after the completion of the four-week period. This term is very important to us to get to understand you and your
needs well before we spend more time walking or camping together. The National Walks can be planned for just one
full day or for weekend with overnight stay

Summer Walking Holiday

£TBC

Our Walking Holidays are a natural progression from the Local Walks or the Outdoor Skills Walks and being offered
after the completion of the four-week period. This term is very important to us as well as to you, to get to understand
each other well and you needs before spending more time walking and camping together. Unfortunately there is no
shortcut.
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